A simple proof of Yamamoto's reciprocity law is given.
\p,q}=P[q-X)l\hfpq)l1 (mod q), where h(pq) is the classnumber of the real quadratic field Q(s/pq) and e(pq) = j(t + Uyfpq) > 1 is its fundamental unit (t, u positive integers). Yamamoto's reciprocity law [5, Theorem 3] states that \p,q] = [q,Pl
We give a simple proof of a slightly stronger result:
Theorem. Let p and q be distinct primes with p = q = 1 (mod 4) ; let A(p, q) be the number of pairs (x, y) of integers satisfying 0<x< §, 0<y< §, qx<py, (£) = -(*),
where (x/p) is the familiar Legendre symbol. Then
The following lemma is well known; notation is as above.
Lemma. h(pq) is even; furthermore hence, the symbol [p, q] is indeed +1 or -1 . Let ô = ±1, e = ±1 . An application of Dirichlet's classnumber formula applied to each of the real quadratic fields Q(y/p), Q(y/q), Q(y/pq) gives
The trigonometric product on the left side of ( 1 ) is an integer of the cyclotomic field Q(e2ni/pq). Next, if & (resp. S) is a prime ideal of Q(e2Ki,pq) dividing 1 -e n,'p (resp. 1 -e n,'q ), we can show using the method of Bûcher [2] (2) Mapping p -> q , q -> p , 5 -► e, e -» r5 in (4), so that £P -► ¿f, we obtain (6) Ar(p,í,J,«)sJV(í,p,e,J) + (p-l)(í-l)/16 (mod 2).
Taking (S, e) = (1, -1) and (-1, 1) in (5) and multiplying the resulting two congruences together, we deduce Further, as both sides of (8) are integers (mod q), we have
Multiplying both sides of (9) by p^-'^i-l)^'91'-1'^^'«'-111', we obtain 
